
 Go for Gold with Spelling!  
Choose your spellings depending on your confidence and accuracy with Spelling!   

Make sure you know the words each week and then move on to the words when you are confident and them the 
too. 

Have a go at learning the words every night for a few minutes. Don’t forget to use Spelling Shed – will you be our Speller of the Week?  

 
Every Friday, you will be tested by your teacher, your family or it can be done in school if you’re there. 

 

wb. 22.2.21 wb.1.3.21 wb. 8.3.21 wb.15.3.21 wb.22.3.21 

Adding suffixes beginning with vowel 
letters to words of more than one 

syllable. The consonant letter is not 
doubled if the syllable is unstressed.  

 (Stage 3, List 10) 

Adding suffixes beginning with vowel 
letters to words of more than one syllable. 

If the last syllable of a word is stressed and 
ends with one consonant letter which has 

just one vowel letter before it, the final 
consonant letter is doubled. 

 (Stage 3, List 11) 

The /l/ sound spelled ‘-al’ at the end of 
words. When a root word ends in ‘e’, 

remove the ‘e’ and then add ‘al’. When a 
root word ends in ‘y’, exchange the ‘y’ 

for an ‘i’ and then add ‘al’. 
 (Stage 3, List 19) 

The /l/ sound spelled ‘-le’ at the end of 
words.    

 (Stage 3, List 20) 

Challenge words 
 (Stage 3, List 12) 

must learn must learn must learn must learn must learn 

gardened forgotten magical battle early 

limited forgetting arrival settle heart 

developed beginning tropical terrible learn 

listened forbidden personal example notice 

covered preferred survival struggle centre 

should learn should learn should learn should learn should learn 

gardening permitted burial article decide 

limiting regretting comical possible disappear 

developing committed emotional capable minute 

listening propelled national humble regular 

covering equipped optional adjustable therefore 

could learn could learn could learn could learn could learn 

helpfulness travelling removal scramble naughty 

enjoyment cancelled virtual wrinkle calendar 

interviewer controller admiral tentacle occasionally 

improvement modelling approval drizzle quarter 

tasteless shovelled natural whistle although 
 


